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Abstract

Patient falls account for a significant portion of injuries in hospitalized patients. The literature on falls and fall-related injury in acute care is extensive but includes primarily expert opinion and quality improvement reports. The evidence on the effect of standardized interventions to reduce falls in acute care settings is inconsistent. This lack of effect may be due to variability in patients’ fall risk factors and the fact that interventions may only be effective if tailored to address specific patient needs. This paper describes how the Aurora-Cerner-University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee Knowledge-Based Nursing Initiative© framework was used to create an evidence-based, computerized, fall risk decisionmaking process to support nurses in tailoring prevention interventions based on patient need. In addition to supporting nurses in decisionmaking and documentation, clinical information fields were created to facilitate data retrieval for quality improvement and research.

Introduction

In 2001, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) encouraged health care organizations, purchasers, and patients to work together to redesign patient care processes, emphasizing that care should be based on the best available scientific knowledge.¹ However, the gap between knowledge development and subsequent clinical application is well known. The challenge is to bridge the gap by efficiently and effectively providing the best evidence to providers where it is needed most, at the bedside.

Patient falls in acute care hospitals account for a significant number of patient injuries.² Serious injuries (e.g., fractures, sprains, lacerations, or concussions) have been reported to occur in 6 to 10 percent of inpatients who fall, adding significantly to length of stay and cost of care.³, ⁴ The literature on falls and fall injury in acute care is extensive. However, much of it consists of literature reviews, expert opinions, or safety/quality improvement activities that are innovative but largely untested by research. Prevention efforts have been focused on identifying high-risk patients and reducing risk factors.², ⁵

To date, consistent evidence on standardized interventions that effectively prevent falls among hospitalized patients is lacking.⁵, ⁶ This lack of evidence may be related to the fact that patient fall risk factors vary, and that interventions may only be effective if they are based on sound evidence and are tailored to address patient-specific needs.
This paper describes how the Aurora-Cerner-University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee (ACW) Knowledge-Based Nursing Initiative© (KBNI) framework was used to create evidence-based practice recommendations to reduce fall risk in hospitalized adults. It describes how recommendations for patient assessment, nursing diagnosis/problem identification, nursing interventions, and nursing-sensitive outcomes are developed and computerized to help nurses tailor prevention interventions to reduce fall risk, based on patient characteristics and needs. The ACW KBNI project was also designed to ensure that clinical care documentation was coded to a standardized language to facilitate data retrieval for quality improvement and research.

**Background**

The ACW KBNI is an innovative partnership between a health care system, an informatics vendor, and academia that is designed to facilitate “best practice” by nurses through embedding evidence-based practice recommendations in a clinical information system (CIS) with decision support. The partnership was formed in July 2004 between Aurora Health Care, Cerner Corporation, and the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee College of Nursing with a vision to accelerate and expand the use of knowledge and evidence in nursing practice through intelligent technology. Aurora Health Care is an integrated health delivery network in eastern Wisconsin comprising 14 hospitals, over 100 outpatient clinics, and over 7,000 nurses. Cerner Corporation is a leading public, global health care technology company with more than 1,500 clients worldwide. The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee College of Nursing is the largest nursing school in Wisconsin.

**The Knowledge-Based Nursing Initiative (KNBI) Process**

The ACW KBNI process is divided into two distinct phases: one, a knowledge generation/utilization phase; and two, a data-mining phase. This paper focuses on describing the knowledge generation/utilization phase, in particular, the topic of “risk for falls” for adults in acute care. This phase is divided into four major steps:

1. Searching and synthesizing the evidence.
3. Embedding these recommendations into the clinical documentation system with decision support.
4. Evaluating the outcome of this work.

To support the delivery of care, clinical practice recommendations are organized into the four parts of the nursing process: assessments, diagnoses, interventions, and outcomes. Reassessments and the revision of diagnoses and interventions are facilitated by embedded decision support to facilitate clinical decisionmaking throughout the hospital stay. The ACW KNBI process is described briefly, followed by details of how it was applied to the phenomenon, risk for falls. It is worth noting that the KBNI process has been used for other topics, such as delirium, activity intolerance, and venous thromboembolism, to name a few.
The KBNI process begins by identifying a “phenomenon” of concern (i.e., a clinical topic in a specific population) about which clinical practice recommendations will be made. The knowledge development team includes:

- The knowledge developer, a nurse with graduate preparation, preferably at the doctoral level.
- A research librarian.
- Doctorally prepared nurses with expertise in knowledge synthesis, coding terminology, and data mining.
- Master’s-prepared advanced practice nurses and clinical nursing staff.

**Searching, Evaluating, and Synthesizing Evidence into Recommendations**

The knowledge developer, research librarian, and knowledge synthesis expert collaborate to search the literature, looking for relevant research and clinical journal articles, literature reviews, clinical practice guidelines, and other professional reports. Once the initial search is complete, the knowledge developer screens each identified source for relevance (e.g., clinical topic, population, venue of care, outcome) and quality (e.g., appropriate methodology, fatal flaws).

Relevant sources of acceptable quality are read and critiqued using evidence-specific criteria. After the critique, the results and conclusions from relevant, quality sources are abstracted and entered into an evidence table. The ACW KBNI Evidence Table© is formatted to facilitate the abstraction of descriptive source information (e.g., question/topic, methodology, sample), findings, and author conclusions that warrant consideration when assessment, diagnosis, intervention, and outcome recommendations are made. Knowledge developers also gather information about background and problem significance and may code information to facilitate subsequent analysis. Results from relevant findings are noted, whether statistically significant or not.

To prepare for synthesizing practice recommendations, the knowledge developer reviews the evidence for quantity, quality, and consistency. Each source is evaluated and assigned an evidence type (e.g., systematic review, randomized clinical trial, observational [cohort or case-control] study, descriptive or qualitative research, clinical article). Eventually, the relevant credible evidence is synthesized into practice recommendations, and each recommendation is assigned a rating for the strength of evidence supporting it based on a rating system modified from the evidence rating system proposed by Melnyk and Fineout-Overholt. Modifications are done to account for types of evidence not specified in the original rating system (e.g., psychometric research).

**Making Actionable, Evidence-Based Recommendations**

The goal of the ACW KNBI process is to make clear, concise, actionable recommendations based on evidence using several strategies:
First, as the recommendations are drafted, a corresponding flow diagram is created to ensure that recommendations flow logically with appropriate follow-through (e.g., recommended assessments are used in clinical decisionmaking and never “dead end,” causing nurses to gather data that are not clinically useful).

Second, each recommendation is written to specify “For whom? Do what?” This ensures that recommendations are concrete and applied to appropriate patient population(s) based on the evidence. To facilitate bedside use, the knowledge developer identifies notes to be embedded into the information system as referential text or decision support.

Third, standardized terminology is used in the recommendations whenever possible, to facilitate consistent patient care documentation, coding, and subsequent data retrieval.

Fourth, recommendations are reviewed for clarity and relevance by ACW project experts and practicing nurses.

The finished ACW KBNI referential product includes four parts:

1. A phenomenon overview.
2. The synthesis of clinical practice recommendations, strength of supporting evidence ratings, rationale, and notes for embedding.
3. A reference list, including types of evidence.
4. A flow chart of the recommendations.

The final product is made available to the personnel who embed the computerized care plans and decision-support mechanisms into the clinical information system and, as a reference document, to clients of the informatics vendor.

**Embedding the Recommendations and Promoting Adoption of Practice Changes**

After the referential synthesis is complete, the KBNI knowledge-development team works closely with the informatics and clinical partners to embed the recommendations into the clinical information systems, closely adhering to the evidence-based recommendations.

**Evaluating Outcomes**

Once the recommendations are embedded into the clinical information system, important data become available in the clinical repository. During the KBNI data-mining phase, data can be extracted using quality improvement or research methods to determine the extent to which the processes of care and targeted interventions specified in the recommendations were used and to evaluate patient outcomes.

**Applying the Process to Fall Prevention in Acute Care**

**Synthesizing the Evidence for the Phenomenon: Risk for Falls**

A “patient fall” is defined as “an unplanned descent to the floor (or an extension of the floor; e.g., trash can or other equipment) during the course of a patient’s hospital stay with or without
injury to the patient.”12 The diagnosis of “risk for falls,” the focus of this paper, is defined as the state in which an individual has “increased susceptibility to falling that may cause physical harm.”13

**Searching the Literature**

An extensive review of the literature was conducted with an initial focus on evidence published between 1996 and 2005 on nursing assessments, diagnoses, interventions, and outcomes related to risk for falling for adults in acute care. (Note: Postfall management was investigated as a separate ACW KBNI topic).

This search was supplemented with topic-specific searches and updated with new papers released during the review. The databases searched included PubMed, Cumulative Index to Nursing & Allied Health Literature® (CINAHL), Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Web of Science, PsycINFO®, and National Guideline Clearinghouse. Additional evidence was accessed from professional and accrediting organizations and governmental agencies (e.g., the Joint Commission2,12 the Veterans Health Administration (VHA),14 the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ),15 and others).

Search terms and phrases included: falls, accidental falls, risk assessment, risk factors, risk management, and falls assessment. These were searched alone and in combination with other terms, including fall intervention, inpatient accidents, potential for injury, impaired physical mobility, accidental injuries, patient safety, safety management, injury control, safety promotion, and accident prevention, to name a few.

The search yielded a large number of citations. After preliminary screening for relevance and quality, more than 200 sources were entered into the “Risk for Falls” evidence table. A total of 30 fall risk-scoring tools were reviewed for reliability, validity, and feasibility for use in the acute care setting. Despite an attempt to strictly limit the review to evidence relevant to the acute care setting, many of the published systematic reviewers (10 percent of the evidence) reported on fall research findings from both community and acute care venues. The majority of available evidence on fall prevention in acute care settings was gleaned from observational (i.e., cohort or case control, 27 percent), descriptive (24 percent), and qualitative (6 percent) research; additional evidence was derived from publications classified as clinical articles, guidelines, and narrative literature reviews (27 percent). Clinical trials (randomized or controlled without randomization) represented only 6 percent of the evidence, a finding that was not surprising, given the nature of the acute care environment and the presence of regulatory requirements that mandate fall risk assessments and interventions to reduce the risk of falls.

**Organizing the Evidence to Evaluate Risk Based on Fall Etiology**

Morse16, 17 has identified three types of falls in the acute care setting:

1. **Anticipated physiological falls.** These are falls that occur in patients who are identified as “fall-prone,” based on identified risk factors (e.g., unstable gait, history of falling). Morse reported that anticipated falls are the most common (78 percent of falls),17 although a more
recent report suggests that this type of fall only accounts for 34 to 38 percent of falls in hospitalized patients.18

2. **Unanticipated physiologic falls.** These are falls that are attributed to physiologic causes, but occurrence of the condition could not be predicted (e.g., seizures, fainting).17

3. **Accidental falls.** Accidental falls are caused by the patient slipping, tripping, or having a mishap. Morse indicated that accidental falls are less common,17 but a more recent report suggests that accidental falls account for 45 percent of falls in acute care.18

Therefore, the ACW KNBI recommendations for fall risk assessments, diagnoses, and interventions were designed to be comprehensive and to reduce fall risk across all three etiologies.

**Assessing for Risks of Anticipated Physiologic Falling**

Almost 75 percent of the citations that met the relevance and quality criteria for inclusion in the review provided evidence that pertained to the assessment of a patient’s risk of falling based on factors that can be anticipated. Clinical experts, researchers, and accrediting agencies agree that patient assessment is important. However, the processes for evaluating patient risk are very diverse.

Fall risk assessment based solely on the clinical judgment of the nurse, without the use of a tool/questionnaire, has been shown to vary with the experience level of the clinician, and overall, it has been shown to have an accuracy of 35 percent.19 Although the literature contains many fall risk assessment tools, many are “home grown” without established reliability and validity.20 Using a reliable and valid fall risk assessment tool is recommended because it allows nurses to make decisions regarding the patient’s potential for falls in a systematic manner, rather than using intuition,21 and the process of risk assessment can be done reliably despite changes in personnel and the advance of time.22

Over 50 sources of evidence dealt with the development, use, and/or validation of fall risk assessment tools that are designed to identify patients with physiologic conditions that allow one to predict that they would be at increased risk of falling. Of the 30 tools reported in the literature, the published report(s) on only 12 of these tools included sufficient psychometric information to allow for adequate review and comparison.

Several tools were developed and tested in acute care settings, where staff members were aware of the study and were allowed to implement interventions to prevent falls from occurring. This reduced the usefulness of reported tests of sensitivity and specificity because these values could be affected if high-risk patients, who are predicted to fall, do not fall because of the interventions that were used.23

In the synthesis, tools were recommended for use if they had published evidence of acceptable validity and reliability when hospital staff used the tool, and there was at least one replication study with acceptable reliability and validity. After reviewing the available psychometric data, four tools were found to meet the criteria for recommendation. These included: the Morse Fall Scale,17 the Schmid Fall Risk Assessment Tool,21 the Fall Risk Assessment Tool (FRAT),24 and the St. Thomas Risk Assessment Tool in Falling Elderly Patients (STRATIFY).25 However,
it was noted that the FRAT\textsuperscript{24} and STRATIFY\textsuperscript{25} tools were developed and tested primarily in acute care geriatric or rehabilitation units and may not be suitable for use on general medical/surgical units.

In reviewing the acute care fall prevention literature and the risk factors evaluated by fall risk tools, a small number of risk factors were consistently identified: prior fall history; impaired mobility; altered mental status; altered elimination; and the use of sedative and hypnotic medication.\textsuperscript{5, 15, 17, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31} These five factors were recommended as screening indicators to identify patients, who should be evaluated more closely for fall risk using a valid and reliable tool (Table 1).

Since researchers have documented that patient risk may change during a hospital stay,\textsuperscript{17, 29} reassessment has been encouraged.\textsuperscript{12} The KBNI synthesis recommended that these five screening indicators be built into routine physical assessment screens so that they trigger a fall risk reassessment whenever a change in one of these factors is documented.

**Strategies to Prevent Unanticipated Physiologic and Accidental Falls**

Fall risk tools are typically designed to predict anticipated physiologic falls, which represent 34 to 78 percent of the falls that occur in acute care.\textsuperscript{17, 18} Patients also fall because of special conditions (e.g., seizures, fainting) or accidents. Both of these fall types are typically unpredictable. In order to assess for and design interventions to prevent these unanticipated or accidental falls, three factors that were identified in the review of the literature were proposed (Table 1).

First, the presence of certain special conditions or diagnoses (e.g., syncope, fainting, seizures, or pathologic hip fracture) has been associated with unanticipated physiologic falls.\textsuperscript{17} Evidence about falls related to these conditions in acute care is lacking. However, in community-based populations, syncope is most commonly caused by orthostatic hypotension, vasovagal response, and drugs; serious cardiac-related syncope occurs less often.\textsuperscript{32} Community-dwelling elders with orthostatic hypotension or unstable blood pressure were reported to have a two-fold increase in risk of falling.\textsuperscript{33}

In the absence of published studies to address these conditions in hospitalized patients, these community-based reports could be considered as evidence to support a recommendation for increased monitoring and assistance for patients with these conditions. Patients who have syncope, orthostatic hypotension, seizure disorder, or cardiac arrhythmias, as well as patients recovering from physiologic events—such as an adverse drug reaction, a procedure, or surgery—can be anticipated to be at increased risk for unstable blood pressure (hypotension), syncope, and subsequent falling at certain high-risk times (e.g., after the event, during their first time out of bed).
Table 1. Recommendations for fall risk assessment

Screen all patients on admission for probable indicators of FALL RISK.

- History of falls within the past year
- Impaired mobility/gait
- Altered mental status
- Prescribed medications known to be associated with falls (e.g., sedatives, hypnotics)

Strength of the evidence supporting the recommendation = observational research

1. If positive screen, use a reliable/valid tool to evaluate (anticipated) FALL RISK.

   Tools with published reliability & validity:
   - Morse Fall Scale (1987)\textsuperscript{16,17}
   - Schmid Fall Risk Assessment Tool\textsuperscript{21}
   - Fall Risk Assessment Tool\textsuperscript{24*}
   - St. Thomas Risk Assessment Tool In Falling Elderly Patients\textsuperscript{25*}

   * Tested only in older populations on units with extended length of stay

Strength of the evidence supporting the recommendation = observational research

2. Assess for FALL-RELATED INJURY RISK factors:

   - Metastatic bone disease
   - Osteoporosis
   - Antiplatelet agents (except low-dose aspirin)
   - Anticoagulant therapy
   - Elevated coagulation laboratory results
   - Decreased platelet count
   - Coagulopathy

Strength of the evidence supporting the recommendation = descriptive and observational research

3. Assess for FALL-RELATED SPECIAL CONDITIONS:

   - Syncope
   - Seizure disorder
   - Cardiac arrhythmia
   - Adverse drug effect
   - Physiologically recovering from procedure or surgery

Strength of the evidence supporting the recommendation = descriptive research/expert opinion

4. Evaluate PATIENT WILLINGNESS or ABILITY to participate in fall prevention

Strength of the evidence supporting recommendation = descriptive research
Second, certain patient conditions may increase a patient’s risk for injury secondary to a fall.\textsuperscript{27, 34} For example, metastatic bone disease and osteoporosis have both been associated with increased risk of fracture.\textsuperscript{27} The use of antiplatelet therapy or anticoagulant therapy, increased prothrombin time (PT), increased partial thromboplastin time (PTT), decreased platelet count (thrombocytopenia), and coagulopathy all can increase risk of bleeding. Anticoagulant-treated patients who fall and experience loss of consciousness or intracranial bleeding have a high rate of mortality.\textsuperscript{35, 36} Use of antiplatelet agents, such as aspirin and clopidogrel, in traumatized elderly patients has been associated with a significant increase in risk of mortality related to intracranial bleeding,\textsuperscript{37, 38} although low-dose aspirin by itself does not appear to increase the rate of bleeding.\textsuperscript{39} While these drugs and conditions do not affect actual fall risk, they do increase injury risk from a fall and warrant assessment and appropriate interventions to monitor for safety and motivate patients to adhere to fall prevention interventions.

Third, and possibly the most important factor that influences fall risk, is the degree to which the patient is willing and able to be involved in the fall-prevention process. Researchers have documented that a high percentage of falls occur when the patient is not in the presence of a caregiver.\textsuperscript{3, 4, 17, 40, 41} Patient understanding and active participation are critical components of all strategies used to prevent falling and fall-related injuries, particularly in preventing accidental and unanticipated falls that occur in the absence of a caregiver.

**Using Patient Assessments to Diagnose Fall Risk and Plan Interventions**

The KBNI recommendations related to diagnosing risk for falls (Table 1) advises the nurse to utilize information about fall risk, injury risk, special conditions, and patient willingness and ability to participate in prevention to formulate a fall-related diagnosis that will guide the selection of appropriate interventions to prevent falling for patients with any of the three identified etiologies. This process is consistent with the Joint Commission’s patient safety recommendations for assessment and creation of a fall-reduction program that includes interventions to reduce patient risk.\textsuperscript{2} A decision-support mechanism was developed (Figure 1) to verify the presence of risk factors and support the nurse in formulating a diagnosis based on patient assessment. Four common patient populations were identified. Note: Other diagnoses are possible, requiring nurses to use clinical judgment to diagnose, plan, and implement appropriate
interventions to meet patient needs. An overview of these populations is provided with additional details for evidence-based interventions in the section that follows.

**Population #1: Patients with low fall risk and the willingness/ability to participate in prevention.** Patients who have none of the identified fall risks (i.e., injury risk, special conditions, or anticipated fall risk) and who are willing and able to participate in fall prevention interventions have the lowest risk for falling. These patients and—in fact—all patients, require environmental safety interventions designed to prevent accidental falling.

**Population #2: Patients with low fall risk, willingness/ability to participate in prevention, but have an injury and/or special condition risk.** This population has a fall risk score below the cut-off value for being at high risk for anticipated physiologic falling; they are willing and able to participate in prevention; but they have special conditions (or injury risk factors) that increase the likelihood of a fall-related injury. Implementing traditional high-risk fall prevention...
strategies for altered mobility, elimination, or mental status requires time and effort and is not likely to be useful, since these patients do not have these risk factors. However, they are at higher risk for injury if an unanticipated or accidental fall occurs, so they are likely to benefit from additional surveillance and assistance during activities/times when these falls are most likely (e.g., first time out of bed after a procedure/medication). Patient education about these risks and safety precautions to reduce risk are essential for these patients.

Population #3: Patients who are at high risk for anticipated falls and are willing/able to participate in prevention. Patients in this category include those who screen positive for one or more of the probable indicators of fall risk (e.g., history of falling, impaired mobility, altered mental status, altered elimination, or use sedatives/hypnotics) and exceed high-risk cut-off values on fall risk tools. Interventions include establishing risk alerts and implementing risk factor-specific plans of care with patient/family education to ensure that patients keep themselves safe when staff is not present.

Population #4: Patients who are unable or unwilling to participate in fall prevention. Patients who are unable or unwilling to participate in fall prevention because of cognitive or mental status impairments pose the greatest challenge. In addition to risk factor-specific plans, human and equipment resources must be appropriately deployed to provide a higher level of surveillance to ensure safety at all times.

Diagnosis-Based Interventions to Reduce Falls and Fall-Related Injury

Recommendations for evidence-based interventions focus on: monitoring all patients for changes in status that increase their fall risk and/or risk of fall-related injury (Table 1), preventing accidental falling for all patients using environmental management strategies, and uniquely tailoring additional interventions to address individual patient needs according to their assessment-based diagnosis (Figure 1). Interventions are recommended for the most common patient populations (Table 2) to achieve improvements in fall and fall-related injury outcomes using standard measures established by the Joint Commission for benchmarked comparison (Table 3). The following summary represents excerpts taken from the ACW KBNI synthesis document, since the comprehensive report is too extensive to include here.

Interventions for Population #1 (and all patients): Environmental safety management. The effectiveness of environmental management strategies to prevent falls in acute care is generally untested. In the absence of research, many organizations have generated their own lists of “standard” environmental management interventions that often include strategies generated in response to adverse events that occurred in their organization. Many different lists of environmental safety interventions to prevent falling have been published with more than 40 different environmental interventions being reported by 17 published sources included in the KBNI review. During the synthesis process, the diverse list was condensed into a listing of the 10 most frequently reported interventions (Table 2).

Although research on environmental interventions is limited, one study evaluated the effects of a nursing staff “rounding protocol,” which involved performing 12 key actions to anticipate needs, reduce call light use, and increase patient satisfaction. Six of the 12 steps in the protocol involved fall prevention-related environmental management strategies, including placing call
Table 2. Recommended interventions for common patient populations based on risk assessment

Interventions for Population #1: Patients with Low Fall Risk (Designed to be used for all patients)

**Implement Environmental Safety Management**

- Orient patient to room/call system
- Put bed in low position with wheels locked
- Encourage use of sensory and ambulatory support items
- Remove clutter and any extra furniture or equipment
- Put personal items within reach
- Put call light within reach; patient demonstrates ability to use
- Encourage use of nonskid slippers/shoes
- Provide adequate/glare-free lighting with night light available
- Encourage use of handrails and bathroom safety bars
- Additional interventions based on individual patient needs

**Strength of Evidence Supporting Recommendation: Expert Opinion/Descriptive Research**

Interventions for Population #2: Patients with Low Fall Risk, but with Injury or Special Condition Risk

- Increase surveillance and assistance, based on disease/condition-specific factors (e.g., first time out of bed after a surgery or procedure; patient is likely to have an adverse reaction to treatment or medication)
- Inform patient and significant other (SO) of the presence of injury or special condition risk
- Reinforce importance of calling and waiting for assistance before activities that increase fall risk
- Provide patient/SO with disease/condition-specific education to reduce risk of falls (e.g., for seizure management, syncope)
- Help patient identify environmental hazards and personal behaviors that increase risk for accidental falling and to choose interventions that will reduce risks after discharge

**Strength of Evidence Supporting Recommendation = Observational Research/Expert Opinion**
### Table 2. Recommended interventions for common patient populations based on risk assessment (continued)

**Interventions for Population #3: Patients with High Fall Risk & Willingness/Ability to Participate in Fall Prevention**

- Educate patient/significant other regarding fall risk and prevention
  - Inform patient /SO of the presence of and fall-related injury risk factor(s)
  - Reinforce importance of calling and wait for assistance during activities that increase risk of falling during hospitalization
  - Reinforce use of sensory and ambulation aids at all times; consider use of a gait belt
  - Appropriate use of side rails for environmental controls and enhanced mobility (not for restraint)
- Implement fall risk alert system (e.g., wrist bands, signage, electronic/written communication)
- Collaborate with physician (early in hospitalization) to address risk factor-specific patient problems, including mobility/gait, medications, elimination, or others, with referrals as appropriate
- For patients on medications that increase fall risk, consult pharmacist/physician

**Strength of Evidence Supporting Recommendation = Descriptive/Observational Research**

**Interventions for Population #4: Patients Who Are Unable/Unwilling to Participate in Fall Prevention**

- Implement all appropriate interventions for patients at high risk of falling (see Population #3)
- Increase supervision; intensity based on patient need ranging from moving patient for increased visibility to the use of continuous supervision (e.g., a sitter)
- Provide individualized toileting interventions (based on needs/patterns)
- For patients with altered cognitive/mental status, collaborate with the physician to evaluate and implement appropriate interventions
- Consider bed/chair exit alarms appropriate to the setting and needs of the patient
- Consider use of new bed/safety technologies
- Carefully progress activity in the cognitively impaired patient
- Minimal and appropriate use of restraints
- Develop fall prevention discharge plan

**Strength of Evidence Supporting Recommendation = Expert Opinion/Descriptive Research**
Table 3. Fall and fall-related injury outcome measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>An unplanned descent to the floor (or extension of the floor; e.g., trash can or other equipment), with or without injury to the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisted fall</td>
<td>A fall in which any staff member (whether nursing service employee or not) was with the patient and attempted to minimize the impact of the fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by easing the patient’s descent to the floor or, in some manner, attempting to break the patient’s fall. “Assisting” the patient back to bed or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chair after a fall is not an assisted fall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat fall</td>
<td>More than one fall by the same patient after admission to a unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall rate</td>
<td>(Number of falls (with or without injury) by unit type during calendar month x 1,000) Divided by number of patient days by unit type during the calendar month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall injury level</td>
<td>The extent of injury experienced by a patient following a fall, with followup at least 24 hours after if injury extent is not known at the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of the initial fall report. None: Patient had no injuries resulting from the fall. Minor: Resulted in application of a dressing, ice, cleaning of a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wound, limb elevation, or topical medications. Moderate: Resulted in suturing, application of Steri-Strips™/skin glue, or splinting. Major: Resulted in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>surgery, casting, traction, or required consultation for neurologic or internal injury. Death: Patient died as a result of injuries sustained from the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall injury rate⁴</td>
<td>(Number of falls with an injury level of minor or greater by unit type during calendar month x 1,000) Divided by patient days by unit type during the calendar month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁴ National standards for injury levels have yet to be established.


light, telephone, table, tissue, water, and garbage receptacle within reach. Regular rounding (every 1-2 hours) using the protocol significantly reduced call light use and increased patient satisfaction. Although the study was not designed to evaluate falling as a primary outcome, the researchers reported that patient falls were reduced in the group that received the every-1-hour rounding intervention. The researchers did not report if the sample represented patients who were at risk for falls (no fall risk assessments were reported), and they evaluated fall outcomes based on fall counts by unit over a limited (10-week) time period. These two methodologic issues limit the generalizability of these findings for fall prevention. However, the study does provide some evidence that environmental management may influence the incidence of falling in acute care.
Interventions for Population #2: Patients with low fall risk, but with injury or special condition risk. The primary intervention for preventing unanticipated physiologic falling (e.g., due to dizziness, fainting, etc.) involves teaching or warning the patient. The interventions described for this population (Table 2) are designed to increase staff and patient awareness of several very specific interventions to prevent falling in patients who typically are not identified to be at risk.

Interventions for Population #3: Patients with high fall risk and willing/able to participate in prevention. Systematic reviewers reported that most acute care fall prevention programs were heterogeneous and employed a variety of often labor-intensive strategies, without being designed to determine which treatment components were efficacious. The most commonly reported approach to fall prevention was the implementation of multiple interventions aimed at identifying high-risk patients and minimizing individual patients’ risk of falling. Reviewers reported that research quality varied across most studies, with incomplete reporting about how interventions were selected, implemented, and evaluated.

Making sure that patients at high risk of falling are readily identifiable by health care personnel was one of the most commonly reported fall prevention interventions. Strategies for patient identification included signs on the patient’s door, signs above the patient’s bed, interdisciplinary communication, and the use of colored slippers or blankets to indicate level of risk. Research reviewers described several studies, where the use of high-risk patient identification bracelets, signs, stickers, or tags was inexpensive and easy, but none demonstrated that these measures as isolated interventions decreased falls. Given broad clinical use, ease, and affordability, high-risk patient identification was included as a recommendation, even though research to support its use was limited.

To synthesize the evidence, common fall prevention strategies reported in 19 published sources were gathered, summarized, and used to supplement the recommendations (Table 2). Most authors reported using multiple strategies, including risk assessment, risk identification, use of sensory and ambulatory assist devices, appropriate use of side rails, patient education, and referral (e.g., physical therapy). Most authors reported that interventions were established based on literature review and consensus opinion.

Interventions for Population #4: Patients with high fall risk who are unable or unwilling to participate in prevention. Patients who screen positive for altered mental status may have symptoms associated with delirium, dementia, or depression. These are diagnoses that require specialized assessments and interventions that are beyond the scope of the current discussion. However, the immediate use of additional fall prevention interventions is warranted in this group of patients who demonstrate an unwillingness or inability to participate in fall prevention (refer to the details in Table 2).

Researchers have reported that a high percentage of falls occur when patients are not in the presence of a caregiver. Increasing supervision is an essential intervention for patients who are unwilling or unable to participate in prevention. However, research on clinically effective and cost-effective strategies to provide supervision is limited. Several authors have recommended the use of periodic patient “checks” every 1 to 2 hours, a fairly labor-
intensive strategy. As noted above, a recently published study provided some exploratory evidence (with limited application to fall prevention) suggesting that active “rounding” with the offer of pain medication and toileting as needed and a protocol for environmental management did have an effect on falling when conducted at least hourly but not when done every 2 hours.\textsuperscript{54}

Studies have shown that falls happen most frequently during times when patients are active\textsuperscript{16} and frequently during elimination and toileting-related activities.\textsuperscript{3, 16, 45, 56, 57} This was particularly true for older patients who were unattended while toileting. These falls were also observed to be frequently associated with injury. Individualized toileting care appears to be an intervention with a high potential to reduce falls and injury in this population.

Among recently discharged medical patients, 15 percent of readmissions during the first month after discharge were found to be due to an injury sustained from a fall. However, the investigators were unable to determine whether the increased fall risk was due to acute illness or hospital-associated processes (bed rest/complications).\textsuperscript{57} Appropriate interventions to maintain patients’ functional status—even as they assure the patient’s safety while in bed, sitting, or ambulating—are recommended.

Special care during mobilization may be needed with cognitively impaired patients. The findings of two randomized controlled trials and one descriptive study suggest that patients with impaired cognition experience balance problems when distracted by conversation or dual task performance.\textsuperscript{58, 59, 60} Early risk factor-specific discharge planning is needed to ensure effective post-hospital care for these patients.\textsuperscript{61}

**Using the Clinical Information System to Evaluate Process and Outcomes**

In addition to the creation of screens and a decision-support mechanism, additional fields were created to collect important information about patient characteristics, assessments, interventions, and outcomes to evaluate the effectiveness of the processes. As an added benefit, the system is capable of being programmed to provide real-time quality improvement data for unit-based staff intervention, as well as a dataset available for future research.

The KBNI process is in the early phases of development. The process appears to provide a useful format for formulating and implementing evidence-based recommendations to address all aspects of the nursing process. To date, risk for falls and two other phenomena have been embedded, and evaluation is in progress. The project is challenging because it requires intensive evidence synthesis, new strategies to embed recommendations efficiently and effectively into the workflow, and mechanisms for updating content when new evidence becomes available.

**Conclusion**

The ACW KBNI provides a useful framework for gathering and synthesizing the best evidence into actionable recommendations for embedding decisionmaking tools to assist nurses. This article describes the process for conducting a comprehensive fall risk assessment and tailoring of prevention interventions to reduce risk for all three fall etiologies. The framework and the
process provide new data fields for documenting the nursing contribution to patient care and supports the retrieval of data to provide answers to quality improvement and research questions.
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